Robust Pest Management Using Reinforcement Learning
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Abstract
Developing effective decision support systems for agriculture matters. Human population is likely to peak at close 11
billion and changing climate is already reducing yields in the Great Plains and in other fertile regions across the world.
With virtually all arable land already cultivated, the only way to feed the growing human population is to increase
yields. Making better decisions, driven by data, can increase the yield and quality of agricultural products and reduce
their environmental impact.
In this work, we address the problem of an apple orchardist who must decide how to control the population of codling
moth, which is an important apple pest. The orchadist must decide when to apply pesticides to optimally trade off apple
yields and quality with the financial and environmental costs of using pesticides. Pesticide spraying decisions are made
weekly throughout the growing season, with the yield only observed at the end of the growing season. The inherent
stochasticity driven by weather and delayed rewards make this a classical reinforcement learning problem.
Deploying decision support systems in agriculture is challenging. Farmers are averse to risk and do not trust purely
data-driven recommendations. Because weather varies from season to season and ecological systems are complex even
a decade worth of data may be insufficient to get good decisions with high confidence.
We propose a robust reinforcement learning approach that can compute good solutions even when the models or rewards
are not known precisely. We use Bayesian models to capture prior knowledge. Our main contribution is that we evaluate
which model and reward uncertainties have the greatest impact on solution quality.
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Introduction

Apple is the most consumed fruit in the USA. In 2015, an average person in the USA consumed about 115.4 pounds of
fresh and processed fruits and 24.7 pounds of apple in other forms such as juice, canned, frozen etc (USDA ERS, 2015).
One of the most problematic apple pests is the codling moth (Cydia Pomonella). If left unchecked, it can claim up to 95
percent of the seasons apple crops [8]. Common pest management actions are mostly dependent on chemical pesticides.
Avoiding the use of a pesticide improves the quality of an apple crop and increases profits but waiting too long after the
pest is detected can lead to a crop failure [4, 10, 11].
There is a need for effective decision support tools. However, developing cheap and effective strategies can be challenging because natural systems are complex, difficult to model, and expensive to observe [6]. Recently, reinforcement
learning has been used with great success to model such complex domains [7]. The drawback of using such techniques is
that they require data sets of appropriate size and accuracy. Even though thousands of samples can be generated using
domain simulators but any form of available data sets on the distribution of invasive species like pests tend to suffer
from biases and inaccuracy [5]. To make more effective and timely decisions, there is a need for decision support systems
that recommend safe actions in the face of limited and flawed data [1].
In this paper, we address the problem of an orchard manager who must decide, given a pest population level, whether
to apply pesticides, in order to maximize the value of the orchard over a finite time horizon. We can formulate the
management problem using the reinforcement learning methodology. The pesticide application policies must be based
on data consisting of imperfect observations of the pest population level. For our solutions to be immune to such data
and parameter uncertainties, there is a need for our method to be robust. A robust method will compute solutions that
trade-off brittle optimality for increased confidence.
We develop and evaluate a new method for robust reinforcement learning, which can reliably compute pest management
policies from imperfect observational data. They can determine pest control policies that are likely to work well even if
observations of pest population levels are scattered and does not resemble the true distribution accurately. To address
such uncertainties from data and parameters in a tractable way, we combine the flexibility of Bayesian modeling with
the computational tractability of robust optimization. We will be using the Bayesian modeling tool Stan to implement
our approach.
Unfortunately, planning directly with posterior distributions leads to intractable optimization problems [2, 3, 9]. We
are, instead, proposing to use the posterior distributions to construct the ambiguity set and then use tractable robust
optimization methods.
The contributions of this paper is to advance the understanding of uncertainty in reinforcement learning. Our research
provides new insights into the benefits and drawbacks of considering uncertainty given a specific problem structure.
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Experiments and Results

Given our model, we compare the performance of different pesticide application schedules using threshold policies. A
threshold policy applies the pesticide only when the pest level exceeds the given threshold.
For each threshold policy π, we determine the best case, worst case, and average case scenario returns, when we apply
it to the set of different pest growth rates: λ. The pest growth rates λ are sampled from our Bayesian model. In addition,
we will also determine the robust return given our π and λ.
Let ρ(π, λ) be the return of policy π under the growth rate λ. Following are the mathematical definitions of each of our
objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Best case scenario return: maxλ,,r ρ(π, λ)
Worst case scenario return: minλ,,r ρ(π, λ)
Average case scenario return: Eλ,,r ρ(π, λ)
Robust return: maxπ minλ,,r ρ(π, λ)

According to Figure 1(a), we plot the graph where we only consider the uncertainty of the growth rate λ. Since the best,
worst, and average cases have similar optimal threshold policies, the robustness does not really make a difference compared to the regular approach. All objectives suggest the farmer to always spray the plant because the lower threshold
has a higher reward. The intuition of the policy is, if a farmer always sprays pesticide to their apples, the number of
moths will be the least and they will likely to get a good apple and a high reward (revenue).
However, this is not realistic, spraying pesticides frequently could damage the soil or your plant which is the cost that
our model does not capture. The second issue of the simulation and our model did not capture, is when an apple
turns bad, some of the damage of an apple is not reversible, we could kill the moth in the apple but the apple will still
remain damage. Therefore, to make the reward function more realistic, we included 2 variables (i) cost of spraying and
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(a) Uncertainty of Growth Rate λ

(b) Added Uncertainty of Cost and Penalty

Figure 1: Returns as a Function of Application Threshold
(ii) irreversible financial penalty for infected apples. Since we do not know the real underlying cost for spraying and
irreversible penalty we created a distribution of possible cost and explore the effect of the cost.
In Figure 1(b), we depict the costs of spraying and an irreversible penalty for a bad apple to make the model more
realistic. After we added the cost of spraying and penalty for irreversible apple damage, we can see that the robust
policy which maximizes the worst case and the regular approach which maximize the average case are totally different
to each other.
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Conclusion

To conclude, robust optimization is not always necessary if we have uncertainty on a linear function. However, robust
optimization is crucial if we have uncertainty in other types of function. From our experiment, we show the importance
to identify and define the uncertainties of all important factors in a model, which otherwise could lead to a very different
solution. An example is the solutions determined by our model where after defining the cost of spraying and penalty for
infected apples, we can see an obvious change in policy.
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